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Kazuhiito Nakashima
The bonding features in group 10 and 11 metal carbonyls Ni(CO), Pd(CO), Pt(CO), [Cu(CO)]^+, [Ag(CO)]^+, and [Au(CO)]^+ have been studied with BLW method. The carbon monoxide is well known as both a $\pi$ acceptor and a $\sigma$ donor. The $\pi$ back bonding and $\sigma$ bonding are synergistic in these metal carbonyl complexes, because the $\pi$ donation from the metals polarizes the metals and creates a negative force field as an additional driving force on the $\sigma$ donation from the carbon end of CO vice versa. The synergistic effect in the metal-carbonyl bonds can be described by decomposing the binding energy into several physically meaningful terms such as charge transfer, polarization, deformation, and Heitler-London energies. Of these energy terms, the charge transfer stabilization energy from the $d_z$ to the antibonding orbital $2\pi^*(CO)$ and from $5\sigma(CO)$ to the empty $d_z^2$ is very important to elucidate this synergistic effect.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The quantum mechanical understanding of chemisorbate bonding on transition metal surfaces has been a very hot topic in the catalysis of surface chemistry. The exploration of the nature of the intermolecular interaction in metal-ligand systems can identify the important aspects of chemical and physical properties of these complexes, and thus is helpful for classifying the activity and selectivity of catalytic reactions. To this end, fundamental energy decomposition studies can be extensively applied.

Carbon monoxide has been used for many chemical manufacturing processes in major industrial processes, and plays an important role in the transition metal coordination complexes, which are also key intermediates in the catalytic production of a wide variety of organic compounds on an industrial scale. Organometallic compounds are classified by the number of attached ligand atoms, known as the hapticity of the organic group. We are especially interested in the monohaptic group (η^1) of metal carbonyl compounds. The η^1 ligands like CO, CN^−, and RNC comprise an isoelectric series, which are closely related to other 14 electron ligands such as N_2 and NO^+; and it is merely the presence of carbon as the donor atom that classifies their complexes as organometallic ligand.

All η^1 ligands have characteristic donor properties that distinguish them from simple electron pair donors (Lewis bases) and have been
successfully interpreted with the term synergistic or mutually reinforcing interaction, which is between the $\sigma$ donation from ligand to metal and the $\pi$ back donation from metal to ligand. Carbon monoxide is undoubtedly the most important and widely studied of all of the organometallic ligands, and it is the prototype for this group of so-called $\pi$ acceptor ligands.\textsuperscript{1}

\begin{center}
\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Schematic molecular energy level diagram for CO}
\end{figure}
\end{center}
The Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) of free CO molecules mainly consists of the carbon's lone pair, whose energy are lower than the d states of transition metals. The Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbitals (LUMO) of free CO, are $2\pi$ orbitals, which consist of two antibonding orbitals with a large coefficient at the carbon atom. (Figure 2) The $2\pi$ derived orbitals are partially occupied and weaken the CO bond while interacting with metals. Thus, $2\pi$ orbitals can actively participate the bonding with metals and their fulfillment may lead to the dissociation of CO. In contrast to $2\pi$ orbitals, inner orbitals like $1\pi$, $4\sigma$, $3\sigma$, and others have very little effect on metal bonding. \(^9\)

![HOMO of CO is $\sigma$ MO](image1)

![LUMO of CO is $\pi^*$ antibonding MO](image2)

Figure 2. HOMO and LUMO of metal carbonyl
Typical metal carbonyl bonds have two major components: a $\sigma$ bond which is formed from the overlapping of the nonbonding electron pair on the carbon (Figure 3) with the mixture of d, s, and p-orbitals on the metal, and a pair of $\pi$ bonds which are formed from the overlapping of filled d-orbitals on the metal with a pair of $\pi^*$ antibonding orbitals of between C and O. Donating into ligand $\pi$ antibonding orbitals requires metal d-electrons and favors lower metal oxidation states. Bond length and vibrational spectra show that the $\pi$ bonding has the effect of weakening the carbon-oxygen bond compared with the free carbon monoxide. Both $\sigma$ donation from CO and $\pi$ acceptance by CO could weaken the C-O bond and reduce the stretching energy.

Group 10 and 11 metal carbonyl cations have been well studied by many research groups both experimentally and computationally. Neutral metal carbonyls such as, Ni(CO)$_4$, Fe(CO)$_5$, and Cr(CO)$_6$ have vibrational frequencies $\nu$(CO) that are considerably lower than the frequency of free CO
Many industrial processes employ the metal carbonyls as catalysts for hydroformylation. The copper carbonyl cation \([\text{Cu(CO)}_n]^+\) (n=1, 2) was the first metal carbonyl cations, which was studied in the acidic solution by Souma in the 1970s. Also, Strauss succeeded in isolating and characterizing silver carbonyl cations with crystallography. \([\text{Ag(CO)}_n]^+\) (n=1, 2) was neutralized by weakly coordinating counteranions. Willner and Aubke synthesized \([\text{Au(CO)}_2]^+\) in superacids (SbF\(_5\)).

The overall effect of CO acting as \(\sigma\) donor and \(\pi\) acceptor (Figure 3) is that more \(\pi\) bond character makes the M-C bond stronger and the C-O bond weaker. In the gas phase, the CO bond length \(R(\text{CO})\) is about 1.128 Å; however, it lengthens between 1.14 and 1.15 Å in metal carbonyls. The formation of the metal carbonyl bond is synergistic. The \(\pi\) back donation from metals increases negative charge field which enhances the \(\sigma\) donation from CO vice versa. (Figure 4) The single bond between metal and carbon can be estimated by summing up the covalent radii of M and \(sp\) hybrid orbital C (0.70 Å). Typically, \(R(\text{M-CO})\) bonds in carbonyls are 0.20 Å shorter than \(R(\text{M-CO})\) single bonds, which is indicative of the presence of double bonding character.

\[
\text{M} + \text{C} \equiv \text{O} \rightarrow \text{M} = \text{C} \equiv \text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{M} \equiv \text{C} \equiv \text{O}
\]

Figure 4. Bond's characters
Many theoretical methods have been introduced and applied to the elucidation of the nature of intermolecular interaction by decomposing the energy into various terms including electrostatic, exchange correlation, polarization, dispersion, deformation, charge transfer, etc. Basically, the energy decomposition process can be done by partitioning a whole molecule into several specific blocks and limiting the movement of electrons in these blocks. Although the theoretical energy decomposition analysis cannot be directly verified from empirically measured data, they are still useful tools to explain the nature and theory of intermolecular interaction.

For the energy decomposition analysis of metal carbonyl systems, here the BLW-ED method is used, the advantage of defining the hypothetical electron localized state self-consistently, possessing the geometry optimization capability, has been recently extended to the DFT level. The interest here is mainly in the origin of intermolecular interaction energies as well as providing explanation for the physical phenomena such as the change of bond lengths, the shift in vibrational frequencies, etc.
CHAPTER II
THEORY AND CALCULATION

Many new *ab initio* methodological improvements have been introduced mainly with two purposes, one is to accurately describe the nature of the chemical system, and the other is to reduce the computational costs. The traditional electronic structure theory, especially the Hartree-Fock theory and its descendants, is based on the complicated many electron wavefunction. The main objective of Density Functional Theory (DFT) is to replace the many body electronic wavefunction with electronic density as the basic quantity.\(^{59}\)

DFT has been very popular in solid state physics since the 1970s.\(^{55}\) In many cases, DFT with the local density approximation gives satisfactory results in comparison with experimental data at relatively low computational costs. However, it was not considered accurate enough for calculations in quantum chemistry until the 1990s, when the approximations used were greatly refined to better model the exchange and correlation interactions.\(^{56}\) DFT is now the major method for electronic structure calculations. Despite the improvements in DFT, there are still difficulties in using DFT to properly describe intermolecular interactions, especially van der Waals forces (dispersion), charge transfer excitations, transition states, global potential energy surfaces, and some other strongly correlated systems.\(^ {51-54}\) Its poor treatment of dispersion renders DFT
unsuitable (at least when used alone) for the treatment of systems which are dominated by dispersion or where dispersion competes significantly with other effects. The development of new DFT methods designed to overcome this problem by alterations to the functional or by the inclusion of additive terms, is a current hot research topic.

With the BLW method, there are two different ways to partition a metal carbonyl complex, one is simply to partition the system to metal and CO monomers, and the other is to partition the system based on the orbital symmetries (i.e., $\sigma$ and $\pi$ blocks). A synergistic effect by electron migration can be clarified in BLW studies of metal-carbonyl bonds because of the energy decomposition capability in the BLW method. The effect of overlapping orbitals can be calculated by taking the difference between the total energy of the metal-carbonyl molecule and the sum of metal and free carbon monoxide energies. However, the overlapping orbitals or the overlapping basis sets in computational study are not equal to the binding energy, because the overlapping basis set from other fragment may be treated as the polarization or diffuse functions, and the reforming of basis set adds the additional stabilization energy to the computational output, especially with small basis sets. This stabilization energy from reforming basis sets is mainly due to the so-called Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE).

There are two main theories for computational study: Valence Bond
Theory (VB) and Molecular Orbital Theory (MO). VB considers the bond as the sum of overlapped orbitals only between two atoms where the electrons are localized. The overlapped orbitals are written as $\pi$, $\sigma$, and $\delta$ bonds; however, the bonding orbital may not be the exact form of atomic orbitals from the Schrödinger equation. To express proper form of bonding orbitals, one needs to include concepts of orbital hybridization and spin pairing. MO considers that electrons should not belong solely to the particular orbitals, but spread to the entire molecule. Thus, the MO theory expresses bonds with orbitals that are extended to the entire molecule. GAMESS with BLW is used for this research and basis sets are B3LYP/SBKJC VDZ ECP for metal and 6-311+G* for CO.

2.1 Energy Decomposition

An advantage of the BLW method is that it can decompose the total binding energy into several physically meaningful energy terms. The electrons of the total complex are not localized using the regular DFT method; however, orbitals can be localized in each sub-block with BLW. The BLW method assumes the primitive basis functions and electrons can be partitioned into several blocks and each block corresponds to a monomer along with normal VB theory. The block-localized molecular orbitals of each subgroup can be expressed as a Linear Combination of Molecular Orbitals (LCMO) of each corresponding subgroup. Thus, the total BLW function can be expressed as a Slater Determinant.\textsuperscript{11}
\[ \psi_{BLW} = \hat{A}\{\phi_1 \phi_2 \phi_3 \phi_4 \cdots \phi_n\} \] (1)

In the matter of fact, the above BLW corresponds to one resonance state or structure in the resonance theory. The many electron wavefunction for an adiabatic state is a superposition of all possible resonance structures:

\[ \psi = \sum_k C_k \psi_k \] (2)

In the BLW approach, it is generally assumed that the total electrons and primitive basis functions are partitioned into \( k \) subgroups, in line with the conventional VB ideas. The \( i \)th subspace consists of \( \{\chi_{n\mu,\mu=1,2,\ldots,m_i}\} \) basis functions and accommodates \( n_i \) electrons. For a resonance structure, obviously, every two electrons form a subspace. However, the BLW method is extended the definition of resonance structures to diabatic states and allowed a subspace to have any number of electrons. The block-localized MOs for the \( i \)th subspace \( \{\phi_{ij}, j = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, m_i\} \) are expanded with \( m_i \) basis functions \( \{\chi_{i\mu}\} \)

\[ \phi_{ij} = \sum_{\mu=1}^{m_i} C_{ij\mu} \chi_{i\mu} \] (3)

The BLW at spin multiplicity \( S=0 \) is defined by a Slater determinant as

\[ \psi_{BLW}^k = M_k(N!)^{-1/2} \det \begin{vmatrix} \phi_{11}^2 & \phi_{12}^2 & \cdots & \phi_{1(n_i/2)}^2 \\ \phi_{21}^2 & \phi_{22}^2 & \cdots & \phi_{2(n_i/2)}^2 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \phi_{(n_i/2)}^2 & \cdots & \phi_{(n_i/2)}^2 & \phi_{k(n_i/2)}^2 \end{vmatrix} \] (4)

Orbitals in the same subspace are subject to the orthogonality constraint, but orbitals belonging to different subspaces are free to overlap and thus are nonorthogonal. Notably, the block-localized MOs in Equation 4 can be self-consistently optimized following the successive Jacobi rotation\(^{17}\) or the algorithm of Gianinetti \textit{et al.}\(^{18,19,20}\). The latter is very efficient as it
generates coupled Roothann-like equations and each equation corresponds to a block.

The main aspect of BLW function is that MO's within the same subgroup must be orthogonal to one another; hence, they are constrained. On the other hand, the MO's which belong to different subgroups are not orthogonal. BLW thus carries the characteristics of both VB and MO theories.\textsuperscript{13,14,21}

The binding energy of the dimer is expressed with DFT (Equation 5) and decomposed further into deformation (def), Heitler-London (HL), polarization (pol), and charge transfer (CT) energy terms with BLW (Equation 6).

\[
\Delta E_{\text{bind}} = E(\Psi_{AB}) - E(\Psi_{A}^{0}) - E(\Psi_{B}^{0}) + \Delta E_{\text{BSSE}}
\]

\[
= \Delta E_{\text{def}} + \Delta E_{\text{HL}} + \Delta E_{\text{pol}} + \Delta E_{\text{CT}}
\]

2.1.1 Charge Transfer Energy

The charge transfer occurs between an electron donor and an acceptor, and is triggered by elementary charge translation (excitation populating an electronic state)\textsuperscript{22} from donor to acceptor. There are two kinds of charge transfers in metal-ligand complexes, namely Metal to Ligand Charge transfer (MLCT) and Ligand to Metal Charge Transfer (LMCT). Usually, MLCT occurs when the metals have a well filled d orbital which can donate electrons to one antibonding orbital of the ligand. LMCT is common for high oxidation state metals and ligands. The BLW method
constrains each electron in one of the blocks (monomers), restricting the freedom of electron migration between the monomers and giving the energy \( E(\psi_{\text{AB}}^{\text{BLW}}) \). The charge transfer energy can be simply expressed as the energy difference between delocalized and localized wavefunctions plus the BSSE adjustment. The BLW input geometry is given by the DFT optimization; therefore, the only difference in these two methods is whether the electron migration is freely allowed or not.

\[ \Delta E_{\text{CT}} = E(\psi_{\text{AB}}^{\text{DFT}}) - E(\psi_{\text{AB}}^{\text{BLW}}) + \Delta E_{\text{BSSE}} \]  

(7)

### 2.1.2 Polarization Energy

Polarization and charge transfer are closely related to each other because both are the result of electron migrations. The main difference between these two energy terms is considered as inter- or Intra-block charge transfer. The binding energy has a tendency to increase along with the negative charge field. This effect is mainly produced by enhanced \( \pi \)-back
donation. Blue-shifting of the CO vibrational frequencies in M-CO complexes and decreasing M-CO length can be observed by the compensation of increasing the negative charge field with the effect of σ-bonding. In the contrast, red-shifting C-O bond frequencies can be observed with increasing the negative field by the well known d₁-π* back donation.¹⁰

$E(\psi_{AB}^{\text{BLW}0})$ is an energy with the first iteration of BLW calculation when the orbitals are unchanged from input file.

![BLW and BLW orbitals](image)

Figure 6. The illustration of BLW⁰ and BLW orbitals

The polarization energy (Equation 8) corresponds to the stabilization of the complex, due to the mutual relaxation of individual electron densities. The BLW holds the MO character within the subgroups. The “ifzb” command is used to freeze the orbitals in certain subgroups avoiding fragment polarization (Equation 9).

$$\Delta E_{\text{pol}} = E(\psi_{AB}^{\text{BLW}}) - E(\psi_{AB}^{\text{BLW}0})$$

(8)

$$\Delta E_{\text{pol}}^A = E(\psi_{AB}^{\text{ifzbB}}) - E(\psi_{AB}^{\text{BLW}0})$$

(9)

2.1.3 Heitler–London Energy

The explanatory aim of the Heitler and London (1927)⁵⁸ wave function was twofold: to provide a quantum theoretical underpinning of the
bonding between neutral atoms (ionic bonding being understood primarily in electrostatic terms at the time), and more specifically, to provide an explanation for the existence of bonding between two H atoms and the absence of such bonding between two He atoms. Eventually, the explanation is given in terms of ‘resonance’ and the Pauli Exclusion Principle. The existence of electron density between the two atomic centers is a consequence, not a presumption, of the Heitler–London approach.

The Heitler–London energy (Equation 10) is defined as the energy change due to bringing monomers together without disturbing their individual electron densities.

$$\Delta E_{HL} = E(\psi_{AB}^{BW,0}) - E(\psi_A^0) - E(\psi_B^0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

2.1.4 Deformation Energy

A and B can be molecules, which means A and B may deform by the result of their interaction. $E(\psi_{AD}^{DFT})$ is an energy without fragment B in the complex AB. (i.e. Fragment B is deleted from complex AB.)

$$\Delta E_{\text{def}A} = E(\psi_A^{DFT}) - E(\psi_{AD}^{DFT})$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$\Delta E_{\text{def}B} = E(\psi_B^{DFT}) - E(\psi_{DB}^{DFT})$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

2.2 Basis Set Superposition Error

The interaction energy between molecules is a major problem in computational chemistry. If molecules A and B react and become the complex AB, the interaction energy is simply a difference between the energies of the complex AB and the sum of fragments A and B. However,
the energies of fragment A in the complex and isolated monomer A are not exactly the same because fragment A in the complex AB can include the basis set of fragment B. Normally, this overlapped basis sets can be considered as the interaction effect, but overlapped basis sets of fragment B can be used as the polarization or diffuse functions of fragment A in the complex AB, especially when small basis sets are used. The computed energetic difference is artificially increased as the complex's wavefunction is expanded in a larger basis set than that of the fragments forming the complex. The overall interaction energy of complex AB includes the increased stabilization energy of these modified basis sets. This effect is called Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) and was first pointed out by Jansen and Ros in 1969, although the terminology BSSE was first introduced by Liu and McLean in 1973.24

2.2.1 Counterpoise Correction of BSSE

Boys and Bernardi proposed the counterpoise method (CP) in 1970.49 In order to calculate the BSSE energy of the AB complex, the separate energies for the fragments A and B are calculated with the full set of basis functions from the AB complex (i.e. For fragment A, the electrons and nuclear charges belonging to fragment B were set to zero).

2.2.2 CP Procedure

1. Independently optimize fragments A and B and then calculate energy of fragment A $E(\psi_A^{\text{DFT}})$ and fragment B $E(\psi_B^{\text{DFT}})$. 
2. Optimize A·B and calculate energy of complex AB \( E(\psi_{AB}^{\text{DFT}}) \)

3. Calculate energy \( E_A (\psi_{AC}^{\text{DFT}}) \) of optimized A·B where B is replaced with ghost atom.

4. Calculate energy \( E_A (\psi_{AC}^{\text{DFT}}) \) of optimized A·B with B deleted.

5. BSSE on A: \( \Delta E_{\text{BSSE}}^A = E_A (\psi_{AC}^{\text{DFT}}) - E_A (\psi_{AB}^{\text{DFT}}) \) \hspace{1cm} (13)

6. Calculate energy \( E_B (\psi_{AG}^{\text{DFT}}) \) of optimized A·B where A is replaced with ghost atom.

7. Calculate energy \( E_B (\psi_{AG}^{\text{DFT}}) \) of optimized A·B with A deleted.

8. BSSE on B: \( \Delta E_{\text{BSSE}}^B = E_B (\psi_{AG}^{\text{DFT}}) - E_B (\psi_{AB}^{\text{DFT}}) \) \hspace{1cm} (14)

9. Total BBSE: \( \Delta E_{\text{BSSE}} = \Delta E_{\text{BSSE}}^A + \Delta E_{\text{BSSE}}^B \) \hspace{1cm} (15)
CHAPTER III
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Recent *ab initio* studies of group 11 metal carbonyl cations have been reported with M·CO bond energies and higher C·O vibrational frequencies $\nu$(CO) than free CO.\(^5\) (see Table 3) The electrostatic effects dominate to form M·CO bonds and shorten the C·O bonds of metal carbonyl cations, reversely the $\pi$ back donation lengthens the C·O bond. The $\pi$ back donation effects in cations are much smaller than in neutral metal carbonyls (Table 4); therefore, neutral metal carbonyls have longer $R$(CO)s than free CO. These have been well discussed by Goldman et al. and Lupinetti et al.\(^{25,34}\)

All group 11 metal carbonyl cations also have shorter C·O bonds and a higher $\nu$(CO) in experimentally and computationally than free CO and are classified as non-classical metal carbonyl cations. The dissociation energy $D_d$(CO) of doubly charged group 12 metal complexes is much larger than that of singly charged group 11 metal complexes. For group 10 metal carbonyl cation complexes, the bond length of M·CO shows very mild dependency on the kind of metals (Table 1).\(^2\)

| Table 1. Optimized geometry of Group 10 [M(CO)]\(^{2+}\) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $R$(M·CO)       | [Ni(CO)]\(^{2+}\) | [Pd(CO)]\(^{2+}\) | [Pt(CO)]\(^{2+}\) |
| 1.906           | 1.904           | 1.893           |

Monocarbonyl complexes of group 10 neutral metals and group 11 metal cations in this research have $C_{sh}$ symmetry and $^1\Sigma^+$ state. The electronic configuration of our metal carbonyl systems ([Ni(CO)], [Pd(CO)], [Pt(CO)], [Cu(CO)]+, [Ag(CO)]+, and [Au(CO)]+) are as follow:\(^2\) 

$M$(CO) and $[M$(CO)$]^+$: \(\ldots(7\sigma)^2(3\pi)^4(1\delta)^4(8\sigma)^2\)

![MO Diagrams](image)

Figure 7. MO diagram of $[Au$(CO)$]^+$

Where $7\sigma$ and $3\pi$ orbitals are involved in $\sigma$ donation and $\pi$ back donation, and $8\sigma$ is $M$-$CO$ antibonding orbital. However, there is no interaction in the degenerate $\delta$ orbitals because of their orbital symmetry.\(^2\) The result of population analysis also shows no electron density of $\delta$ orbital. The $\delta$ orbital inclusion is simply a reference to show the justification of our
calculation algorithm, which does not have any significant meaning. (BLW calculation shows no electrons in the $\delta$ orbitals.)

For typical neutral metal carbonyls, a $M$-$CO$ bond is formed by $\sigma$ donation from CO($5\sigma$) to the metal $d_{z^2}$ and $\pi$ back donation from the metal to the empty CO($2\pi^*$). The electron density changes (Table 2) show the Ni-CO interaction involves $5\sigma$ ($2\rightarrow 1.62$) and $2\pi^*$ ($0\rightarrow 0.74$) of carbon monoxide and the significant decreasing in the valence $d$ electron densities of metal was observed by Sung and Hoffman.9

| Table 2. Electron density on c(2x2)CO-Ni(100) |
| CO Electron Densities |
| $5\sigma$ | 1.62 (2 in free CO) |
| $2\pi^*$ | 0.74 (0 in free CO) |


The $d_{z^2}$ orbital is pointed directly toward the $5\sigma$(CO) and has higher energy level than $5\sigma$(CO) (Figure 8). The interaction pushes the $d_{z^2}$ orbital up and raises $d_{z^2}$ band above the Fermi level.9

![Figure 8. Interaction of $d_{z^2}$ orbital and $5\sigma$(CO)](image)

The $1\pi$ orbital has essentially no interaction in the metal-carbonyl bond because the $1\pi$ orbital energy is several eV lower than the corresponding $d$ orbitals in the metal9 and the geometric overlap is poor to interact with metal $d\pi$. The $2\pi$ orbital is antibonding between C-O with
larger density on the carbon atom with similar energy levels to $d_{xz}$ and $d_{yz}$ orbitals (Figure 9).

![Figure 9. Interaction of $2\pi$(CO) and $d_{xz}$ and $d_{yz}$](image)

3.1 Metal Carbonyl Complexes with Group 10 Neutral Metals (M=Ni, Pd, and Pt)

Coulombic interactions of doubly charged metals with carbonyls ($M^{2+}$-CO) become more significant than covalent interaction; therefore, neutral transition metals were chosen to study the importance of $\sigma$ donation and $\pi$ back donation. (2+ cation systems were computed but they were only for the reference purposes in this study.) DFT and BLW-DFT optimizations (Table 3) show the bond distances of $R$(Ni-CO) and $R$(NiC-O) as 1.672 Å and 1.151 Å, respectively, which agree reasonably with the experimental distances of 1.641 Å and 1.193 Å. The calculated $\nu$(CO) frequencies are 2079 cm$^{-1}$ for $\nu$(NiC-O) and 2212 cm$^{-1}$ for free $\nu$(CO). According to the experimental study by Martinez and Morse, $\nu$(NiC-O) vibrates at 2011 cm$^{-1}$ and 2143 cm$^{-1}$ for free $\nu$(CO), which agree acceptably with the results. Both experimental and computational vibrational studies show the decreasing of $\nu$(NiC-O) vibration...
frequency (red shifting of C·O stretching vibration with $-133 \text{ cm}^{-1}$). By comparison of $\sigma$ and $\pi$ charge transfers (Table 4), $\pi$ back donation dominates in the stabilization of Ni·CO binding over $\sigma$ donation.

Table 3. Optimal bond distances (Å) and stretching frequencies of CO (cm$^{-1}$) for MCO (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu$^+$, Ag$^+$ and Au$^+$) derived with the regular DFT and the BLW-DFT methods$^1$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>DFT</th>
<th>BLW·DFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{MC}$</td>
<td>$R_{CO}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>1.672</td>
<td>1.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>1.879</td>
<td>1.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>1.791</td>
<td>1.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$^+$</td>
<td>1.884</td>
<td>1.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag$^+$</td>
<td>2.199</td>
<td>1.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au$^+$</td>
<td>1.968</td>
<td>1.116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) The DFT optimization on free CO leads to an equilibrium distance 1.127 Å and a stretching frequency of 2212 cm$^{-1}$, compared with the experimental values of 1.128 Å [37] and 2170 cm$^{-1}$ [38].

2) Changes with reference to free CO stretching frequency 2212 cm$^{-1}$.

Table 4. Separated $\sigma$ dative bond energy and $\pi$ back donation stabilization energy (kcal/mol)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{CT}(\sigma)$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{CT}(\pi)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>$-22.6$</td>
<td>$-48.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>$-20.8$</td>
<td>$-35.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>$-4.74$</td>
<td>$-52.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$^+$</td>
<td>$-17.1$</td>
<td>$-7.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag$^+$</td>
<td>$-15.2$</td>
<td>$-3.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au$^+$</td>
<td>$-41.2$</td>
<td>$-12.8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Energy contributions to the binding energies with or without the assistance of resonance (kcal/mol)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{def}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{HL}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{pol}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{CT}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>-20.3</td>
<td>-74.4</td>
<td>-66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>-36.2</td>
<td>-57.7</td>
<td>-38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>104.9</td>
<td>-67.3</td>
<td>-110.6</td>
<td>-72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$^+$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>-25.1</td>
<td>-25.1</td>
<td>-38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag$^+$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>-13.6</td>
<td>-18.7</td>
<td>-23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au$^+$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>-32.4</td>
<td>-57.2</td>
<td>-44.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Electron Density Difference (EDD) maps (Figure 10-15), the electron densities are gained in red parts and lost in blue parts. For neutral metal carbonyls, CO bond lengths $\mathcal{R}$(CO) are shortened by $\pi$ back donations. Figure 10, 11, and 12 of $\pi$ charge transfer EDD maps indicate that there is the electron density lost between carbon and oxygen atoms and gaining the electrons between metal and carbon. These are clearly showing the $\pi$ back donation makes the bond between carbon and oxygen weakening.

There are wide ranges of experimental binding energy data for the NiCO system, which range from $29 \pm 15$ to $40.5 \pm 5.8$ kcal/mol.$^{40,41}$ Nickel has an electron configuration of [Ar]$4s^23d^8$. The relativistic modification provides possible ground state configurations $^3D$, $^3F$, and $^1S$. The unique results of a neutral nickel atom must be related to the relativistic stabilization while AO populations are changed along with the electron configurations between $^3D(4s^13d^9)$ and $^3F(4s^23d^9)$. The energy difference of these two states was 41.2 kcal/mol by our calculation. Hence, the new
adjusted binding energy became -25.5 kcal/mol (From Table 5, $\Delta E_b(Ni) = -66.7$).

For the NiCO molecule, there should be two mixing triplet states for the Ni atom, $^3D(4s^13d^9)$ and $^3F(4s^23d^8)$. Shim et al. studied the NiC molecule by carrying out the valence configuration calculations with orbitals, which were optimized for molecular configurations from both the states $^3D(4s^13d^9)$ and $^3F(4s^23d^8)$. The numerical HF calculation shows the energy difference between $^3D(4s^13d^9)$ and $^3F(4s^23d^8)$ states as 1.27 eV and 1.63 eV (including relativistic corrections). Their results indicated that bonding interaction between Ni and C could occur from either of these configurations and the ground state of NiC is $^1\Sigma^+$ which is mainly arising from $^3F(4s^23d^8)$ configuration, thus $^3F(4s^23d^8)$ state is the favored electron configuration.

The electron configurations in the BLW calculation blocks are not the same as the electron configurations of isolated metal atoms, because the population analysis of isolated nickel atom shows the ground state electron configuration as a mixture of $^3D(4s^13d^9)$ and $^1S(4s^03d^{10})$. Ni has a unique first ionization process Ni$(4s^23d^8) \rightarrow$ Ni$(4s^03d^{10})$, which must have some effects on the results of BLW calculation.

The electron configuration of Pd is [Kr]$4d^{10}$ with ground state configuration $^1S(5s^04d^{10})$, and requires 0.95 eV to reach the triplet state $^3D(5s^14d^9)$. The computational results of $R$(Pd·CO) and $R$(CO) lengths (Table 3) are 1.879 Å and 1.142 Å which are very comparable to the
experimental values 1.843 Å and 1.138 Å.\textsuperscript{45} However, BLW computation indicates shorter $R$(CO) bond length (1.123 Å) and higher $\nu$(CO) vibrational frequency (2257 cm$^{-1}$) than the frequency of free CO (1.127 Å and 2212 cm$^{-1}$).

The computed bond lengths of $R$(Pt-CO) and $R$(CO) are 1.146 Å and 1.791 Å which are in good agreement with experimental values 1.144 Å and 1.760 Å.\textsuperscript{47} The energy gap of ground states 1S(6s$^0$5d$^1$) and 3D(6s$^1$5d$^9$) is 0.39 eV in the computational calculation at the same level. PtCO also indicates similar trend in the comparison of normal DFT and BLW as that of Ni and Pd carbonyl studies.

There is a remarkable difference between normal DFT and BLW methods as in the comparison of carbonyl frequency $\nu$(CO) and bond length $R$(CO) with the value of free CO. When this phenomenon occurs, there is a trend in $\sigma$ and $\pi$ charge transfers ($\Delta E_{CT}(\sigma) < \Delta E_{CT}(\pi)$). BLW optimization always shows shorter bond length of $R$(CO) and longer bond length of $R$(M-CO) compared to regular DFT method because BLW method does not show the optimal ground state electron density distribution which may be a critical point just before starting charge transfer. BLW is mainly used for decomposing the energy terms, and clarifying the flow of the electrons. Therefore, BLW optimization is never used for achieving the optimal structure of complex.

There is a point where the bond length $R$(CO) becomes the shortest (shorter than free $R$(CO)) while group 10 neutral transition metals approach
carbon atom by Dmol3 optimization. (Dmol3 was used to see the interaction path for the reference purpose.) These characteristics indicated the C-O bond strength can be at a maximum on the reaction coordinate, but neither at the optimized ground state or free CO.

3.2 Metal Carbonyl Complexes with Group 11 Metal Cations (M=Cu+, Ag+, and Au+)

The cationic metal promotes the σ donation from CO(5σ) to metal while it reduces the π back donation from metal to CO(2π*), as compared to the neutral metal. Both σ donation and π back donation contribute to strengthen the covalent M·CO bonds. The σ donation is much stronger than the π back donation for all group 10 and group 11 cationic metal carbonyl complexes. This is contrary to what was seen in neutral metal carbonyls where π back donation predominates in the charge transfer energy. Interestingly, all metal cations (Cu+, Ag+, and Au+) show almost the same R(CO) bond length (1.116 Å) and very similar frequencies ν(CO) (2310 cm⁻¹ to 2316 cm⁻¹) to the computational result. All of these frequencies are higher than free ν(CO) (2212 cm⁻¹), which showed blue shifting. These characters classify group 11 metal carbonyl cations as nonclassical metal carbonyl cations.² The computed results for [Cu(CO)]⁺, [Ag(CO)]⁺, and [Au(CO)]⁺ exhibits much higher ν(CO) value (2316 cm⁻¹) than some experimental study values (2234 cm⁻¹, 2235 cm⁻¹, and 2237 cm⁻¹).²⁶,²⁷ Only silver carbonyl slightly increased the bond length R(CO) (1.116 Å to 1.117 Å) and decreased the frequency ν(CO) (2314 cm⁻¹ to 2307 cm⁻¹). (Table 3)
This may be caused by ionization energy, electronegativity and atomic radii of silver. Silver is much larger in size than copper but they have similar ionization energies and electronegativities, which induces a smaller polarization field than copper (-13.6 kcal/mol vs -25.1 kcal/mol), and also has good agreement with the individual polarization on the metal side (Table 6). Only gold has higher individual polarization energy on the metal than carbon monoxide (-16.3 kcal/mol vs -12.0 kcal/mol) which may be due to the high ionization energy and electronegativity of gold (Table 7).

Table 6. Individual polarization energies for M and CO (kcal/mol)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{pol}(M)$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{pol}(CO)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
<td>-9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>-30.8</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>-54.1</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$^+$</td>
<td>-7.4</td>
<td>-15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag$^+$</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>-9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au$^+$</td>
<td>-16.3</td>
<td>-12.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. The property of metals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>atomic radii(^1) (pm)</th>
<th>Electronegativity(^2) Scale</th>
<th>Pauling ionization energy(^3) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>7.6398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>8.3369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>8.9587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>7.2623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>7.5762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>9.2255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Considering the relativistic effect, the electron configuration changes are a very important observation especially using with BLW method. For the π and σ charge distributions of d block elements, the relativistic stabilization effect needs to be considered, because once orbitals are divided into different blocks for BLW calculation, no electron migration is allowed between different blocks. (i.e. the initial position of the electrons are kept for the rest of the calculations.) The relativistic effect stabilizes s orbital energy and destabilizes d orbital energy especially for third row transition metal ions. The contributions of σ donation and π back donation in group 11 metal carbonyl cations are similar to the relativistic effect of each metal ion.\(^3^9\) The silver carbonyl cation [Ag(CO)]\(^+\) has the smallest σ donation and π back donation, which is mainly due to the longer R(Ag-CO) length compared to R(Cu-CO) and R(Au·CO). The d orbital energy of Ag is also smallest in the group 11, which reduces π back donation in the complex.
The initial electron configurations of metals themselves (isolated metal atoms) do not match our BLW results because electron configurations are changed in metal carbonyl complexes, which cause the blue shifting of C-O bond by forming polarized field.

When the transition metals are involved with the ionization process, it also includes the electron configuration changes. The ionization process of nickel, the first electron is released from 4s orbital and a remaining electron falls into the 3d orbital, Ni(4s$^2$3d$^8$) → Ni$^+(4s^03d^9)$. The second ionization process Ni$^+(4s^03d^9) → Ni^{2+}(4s^03d^8)$ is simply releasing an electron from the d orbital. Copper loses one electron from the 4s orbital in the ionization process Cu(4s$^1$3d$^{10}$) → Cu$^+(4s^03d^{10})$. Palladium loses electrons sequentially from the 3d orbital in the ionization process Pd(5s$^0$4d$^{10}$) → Pd$^+(5s^04d^9) → Pd^{2+}(5s^04d^8)$. Silver loses an electron from the 5s orbital Ag(5s$^1$4d$^{10}$) → Ag$^+(5s^04d^{10})$. Platinum loses one 6s electron Pt(6s$^1$5d$^{10}$) → Pt$^+(6s^05d^{10}) → Pt^{2+}(6s^05d^8)$ and gold loses one 6s electron followed by one 5d electron Au(6s$^1$5d$^{10}$) → Au$^+(6s^05d^{10}) → Au^{2+}(6s^05d^9)$. If fully occupied s orbitals meet each other, there must be a repulsion force which raises the orbital energy level. Since the 4s and 3d energy levels are close, there may be electron configuration shifting in Ni atom. Ni(4s$^2$3d$^8$) → Ni(4s$^1$3d$^9$) → Ni(4s$^0$3d$^{10}$) If these processes are really taking a place in nickel-carbonyl bond formation, the electron configuration change by relativistic effect could not be ignored for the $\sigma$ and $\pi$ charge transfers.
CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

There are significant differences between BLW and regular DFT calculations of CO stretching frequencies (Table 3) which show completely opposite results within group 10 neutral transition metals. With the BLW method, the electron migration is totally prohibited between the blocks of metal and carbonyl, thus the \( \sigma \) donation from carbonyl and \( \pi \) back donation from metal are completely eliminated. When \( \Delta E_{CT}(\sigma) < \Delta E_{CT}(\pi) \) (Table 4), the reversal results in \( \nu(\text{CO}) \) stretching frequencies can be seen in the BLW and DFT. By the population analysis and possible electron configurations, this condition \( (\Delta E_{CT}(\sigma) < \Delta E_{CT}(\pi)) \) may be related to the existence of at least one electron in the metal \( s \)-orbital. (i.e. Transition metal cations have an empty valence \( s \)-orbital in their electron configurations but neutral group 10 transition metals have non-empty valence \( s \)-orbital.)

The ratio between \( \Delta E_{CT}(\sigma) \) and \( \Delta E_{CT}(\pi) \) for the NiCO system is more than 1:2 (Table 5), which indicates the \( \pi \) back donation was far superior to the \( \sigma \) donation in the NiCO system. For the PdCO molecule, electron configuration of the Pd atom should be a mixture of \( ^1S(s^0d^{10}) \) and \( ^3D(s^1d^9) \), because the EDD map (Figure 11) shows less \( \pi \) back donation and smaller charge transfer ratio between \( \Delta E_{CT}(\sigma) \) and \( \Delta E_{CT}(\pi) \) than in the NiCO complex. Our calculation shows the PtCO molecule has only one electron configuration \( ^3D(s^1d^9) \) which is more reasonable to explain why PtCO has
an almost equal amount of $\Delta E_{CT}(\sigma)$ and $\Delta E_{CT}(\pi)$, and it still keeps the same trend ($\Delta E_{CT}(\sigma) < \Delta E_{CT}(\pi)$) as other group 10 neutral transition metal carbonyl complexes, which highlights the importance of $\pi$ back donation in these systems.

Charge transfer is more of a major composition of binding energy rather than polarization energy for all of group 10 neutral metal carbonyls, especially because the charge transfer contributes nearly 80% of binding energy in the NiCO complex. The bond lengths of $R(M-CO)$s are proportional to the size of atoms in neutral group 10 transition metal carbonyls tested. EDD maps clearly show where the electrons migrate to and form the bonds. In group 11 metal carbonyl cations, $\sigma$ donation contributes more significantly to the stabilization energy than $\pi$ back donation ($\Delta E_{CT}(\sigma) > \Delta E_{CT}(\pi)$), because of their electron configurations, which have an empty s orbital and completely filled d orbital. The $\pi$ back donation makes $R(CO)$ longer and $\nu(CO)$ lower (red-shifting) than the free CO.

The $\sigma$ and $\pi$ contributions in charge transfer energy must be related to the electron configuration state. The bonding lengths $R(M-CO)$ are roughly proportional to the binding energies $\Delta E_b$ for group 10 and 11 metals.

If actual bonding process involved some state changes by relativistic stabilization, our calculations would show slight different results in terms of $\pi$ and $\sigma$ charge transfer energies from experimental data because BLW is dependent on the electron configuration in the blocks when they are
partitioned. We need further investigation with more accurate population analysis for solidifying proofs and improvements of the methods. The BLW is still under development and useful feedbacks for future modification and fine tuning would be essential to improve this method.
Figure 10. EDD for Ni(CO) (isodensity $3 \times 10^{-4}$ a.u.)
Figure 11. EDD for Pd(CO) (isodensity $3 \times 10^{-3}$ a.u.)
Figure 12. EDD for Pt(CO) (isodensity $3 \times 10^3$ a.u.)
Figure 13. EDD for [Cu(CO)]+ (isodensity $3 \times 10^{-3}$ a.u.)
Figure 14. EDD for [Ag(CO)]\(^+\) (isodensity 3*10\(^3\) a.u.)
Figure 15. EDD for [Au(CO)]⁺ (isodensity 3*10⁻³ a.u.)
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